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ABSTRACT
The huntingtin protein is characterized by a segment of consecutive glutamines (QN) that is responsible for its fibrillation.
As with other amyloid proteins, misfolding of huntingtin is related to Huntington’s disease through pathways that can
involve interactions with phospholipid membranes. Experimental results suggest that the N-terminal 17-amino-acid
sequence (httNT) positioned just before the QN region is important for the binding of huntingtin to membranes. Through
all-atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations, we unveil the structure and dynamics of the httNTQN fragment on
a phospholipid membrane at the atomic level. We observe that the insertion dynamics of this peptide can be described by
four main steps—approach, reorganization, anchoring, and insertion—that are very diverse at the atomic level. On the
membrane, the httNT peptide forms a stable a-helix essentially parallel to the membrane with its nonpolar side-chains—
mainly Leu-4, Leu-7, Phe-11 and Leu-14—positioned in the hydrophobic core of the membrane. Salt-bridges involving Glu5, Glu-12, Lys-6, and Lys-15, as well as hydrogen bonds involving Thr-3 and Ser-13 with the phospholipids also stabilize the
structure and orientation of the httNT peptide. These observations do not significantly change upon adding the QN region
whose role is rather to provide, through its hydrogen bonds with the phospholipids’ head group, a stable scaffold facilitating
the partitioning of the httNT region in the membrane. Moreover, by staying accessible to the solvent, the amyloidogenic QN
region could also play a key role for the oligomerization of httNTQN on phospholipid membranes.
Proteins 2014; 82:1409–1427.
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INTRODUCTION
The huntingtin protein belongs to a family of 10 proteins that are related to trinucleotide CAG/polyglutamine
repeats disorder.1–3 These proteins are characterized by
a consecutive segment of glutamines of varying lengths
that can lead, when the number of repeats exceeds a
given threshold, to misfolding and fibrillation. Misfolding of huntingtin is related to the Huntington’s disease
and it occurs when its consecutive segment of glutamines
reaches 35, with the neurotoxicity strength likely being
correlated to this length.4 The origin of the neurotoxicity
is still under debate, but experimental evidences suggest
that it could involve nonphysiological interactions of
huntingtin with membrane-containing organelles of the
cell,5–9 a characteristic shared by many other neurodegenerative diseases.10,11 Most experiments and simulations
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focus on huntingtin exon 1 or some of its fragments
since these are sufficient to induce a pathology in vivo
similar to the full-length protein.12–14 Huntingtin exon
1 consists of a 17-residues amphipathic N-terminal
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(httNT), a consecutive segment of glutamines (QN), a
consecutive segment of prolines (PN) and a proline-rich
segment.
As other amyloid proteins, huntingtin can aggregate into fibrils through a nucleation-dependent process.15–18 Its kinetics of aggregation is dependent on the
number of glutamines19 as well as on the presence of
the neighboring segments20,21 such as httNT and PN. For
instance, the nucleus size of QN is reduced from 4 to 1
when the number of glutamines passes from 23 to 26,22
while the presence of the httNT segment leads to a negative nucleus size suggesting spontaneous fibrillation23 or
limitations of the homogenous nucleation model.24 The
aggregation kinetics is also sequence-dependent since
fibrillation is faster when the number of glutamines in
the QN region increases19,25 and when the httNT region
is present,23,26 while the fibrillation kinetics is slowed
down by the presence of the PN region.27,28
Since it is difficult to resolve directly the atomic structures of huntingtin’s transient monomer and small
oligomers in solution due to fast aggregation, most
structural information comes from solution circular
dichroism (CD) experiments. These measures show that
the httNT peptide in solution populates a distribution of
a-helical content that varies from 10 to 55%.8,23,29,30
Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements on the structural ensemble of the httNT peptide suggest, for their
part, that it does not form stable a-helices.23 X-rays
scattering on a fusion protein of maltose-binding protein
and the exon 1 of huntingtin (MBP-httNTQ17-ex1) shows
that the httNT segment folds into an a-helix, while the
QN segment appears to be unstructured31 as also shown
by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.32
Computational studies have partially complemented
these experiments by investigating the structures and
folding dynamics of monomer/oligomers at the atomic
level. For instance, simulations on the monomeric and
dimeric QN peptides of various lengths revealed that they
form mostly disordered, collapsed globules suggesting
that the formation of b-sheets is more favorable in
aggregates of higher molecular weights.33,34 The QN
peptide can nevertheless also adopt various stable motifs
at the monomer level such as a-helix, b-sheet and
b-sheetstack35 as well as b-helix.36,37 Moreover, the
b-sheet stability increases as QN is longer38–41 and as
the oligomeric weight increases.39,42,43 Other simulations were performed to discriminate the widely different
repeat motifs suggested for the fibril morphologies of
QN.44–46 The effect of neighboring regions on QN folding has also been investigated. For instance, simulations
on httNT47,48 and httNTQNP1149 monomers showed that
the httNT region can populate alpha-helical configurations, while others suggest a rather amorphous monomer
and dimer for httNTQN.30 The httNT region stabilizes
b-sheet structures in the QN region of small oligomers of
httNTQN,43 while the PN region, for its part, reduces the
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b-sheet probability of the QN region in the exon 1 of
huntingtin.40 Overall, combining experiments and simulations helped to understand the structural changes
occurring in httNTQN during its aggregation without yet
leading to a consensual family of conformations.
As well as being an important modulator of the aggregation in solution, both the presence of the httNT region
and the number of glutamines in the QN region also
modulate the interactions of huntingtin with phospholipid membranes. In the cell, the httNT region of huntingtin strongly influences its localization on the
mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi.8,9
Interestingly, httNTs amino acids sequence shares similarities with signaling peptides as it is amphipathic and it
displays, when mapped to the a-helix topology, an
amphipathic plane separating on opposite sides its nonpolar from its charged amino acids. It could therefore
play a key part in huntingtin’s physiological roles by controlling its localization in the cell. The length of QN also
modulates the localization of huntingtin by increasing
the nuclear entry50,51 leading, when above the pathological threshold, to deleterious effects on the cell through
various nuclear and extra-nuclear pathways many of
which involve membrane-containing structures.52 In
vitro experiments further suggest that these pathways
could involve interactions with membrane as httNTQN
disrupts DMPC:POPE (1:1) vesicles in a QN-length
dependent manner as shown by differential scanning calorimetry experiments.53 Similar observations were also
obtained from atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments on supported lipid membranes from brain
extracts.54 Moreover, httNT alone can cause membrane
permeation of large unilamellar vesicles as shown by calcein release assays.29 Finally, the lipid composition also
modulates these interactions as huntingtin binds more
strongly in the presence of higher ratios of POPE or PI
phospholipids.55,56 Overall, these observations indicate
that the interactions of huntingtin with lipid membranes
might be related to its physiological and pathological
roles raising the need to precisely characterize these
interactions at the atomic level.
In this article, we develop an atomistic picture of the
partitioning dynamics of httNTQN in a phospholipid
membrane through all-atom, explicit solvent molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. This study is inspired by
other computational simulations that have helped characterize the structures and dynamics of the membrane
interactions of other well-known amyloid proteins such
as amyloid-beta (Ab)57,58 and islet amyloid polypeptide
(IAPP).59,60 More precisely, the main goals of this study
are to unveil the insertion dynamics of httNT on a phospholipid bilayer and to describe the impact of the QN
region. Moreover, we determine the key amino acids,
through their interactions with the phospholipid membrane, at the origin of httNTQN structural stability and
orientation using a detailed residue-level analysis

httNTQN Insertion on a Phospholipid Bilayer

Table I
Summary of the performed simulations
Simulations

Time (ns)

Initial conf.

Box size (nm)

No. H2O

No. POPE

168–POPE–hexa
240–POPE–hexa
328–POPE–hexa
sol–httNT
AMBER99sb*-ILDN
sol–httNT
OPLS-AA
sol–httNT
CHARMM27
sol–httNT
AMBER03
httNT_a
httNT_coil
httNT_a–ins
httNTQ20_a
httNTQ20_coil
httNTQ20_a–ins
httNTQ20_a-coil–ins
httNTQ10_a
httNTQ10_coil

350
350
350
650 3 2

–
–
–
a

a5b57:3; c58:6
a5b58:8; c58:6
a5b510:4; c58:5
a5b5c58:1

6 692
9 793
13 328
13 284

168
240
328
0

500 3 2

a

a5b5c58:1

13 284

0

500 3 2

a

a5b5c58:1

13 284

0

500 3 2

a

a5b5c58:1

13 284

0

a5b57:4; c511:0
a5b57:4; c510:1
a5b57:4; c59:0
a5b510:3; c512:4
a5b510:3; c511:5
a5b510:3; c59:3
a5b510:4; c59:2
a5b58:8; c511:1
a5b58:8; c511:2

10 613
9 384
7479
24 466
21 930
15 952
15 952
15 462
15 697

168
168
164
328
328
318
318
240
240

500 3
500
500 3
500 3
500
500 3
500
500 3
500

5
2
5
2
2

a
coil
Inserted a
A
Coil
Inserted a
Inserted a-coil
a
Coil

The box size corresponds to the initial length of the principal axes which are subject to small variation during the simulations as they are done in the NPT ensemble.






The periodic boxes are either an octahedron (a570:5 ; b5109:5 ; g570:5 ) for the simulations in solution or hexagonal prism (a590 ; b590 ; g5120 ) for the simulations with a phospholipid membrane. All simulations are done using the AMBER99sb*-ILDN forcefield for the protein unless otherwise specified.

combining insertion depth, solvent accessibility, hydrogen
bond and salt-bridge measurements. This information is
of outmost importance as it complements previous
experimental studies on httNTQN—membrane systems
for which such a level of atomic precision is missing.
Our paper is constructed as follows. We first describe
the simulation parameters used, the choice of protein
and phospholipid forcefields, the preparation of the initial configurations, and the analysis protocol. We next
present our results on the interactions of the httNT and
httNTQ20 fragments with a phospholipid bilayer. Finally,
we relate our results to previous experiments and discuss
their implications for the huntingtin protein.

we choose POPE phospholipids since experiments show
that the aggregation of the huntingtin N-terminal is
modulated by the number of glutamines for membrane
containing higher ratios of this phospholipid.56 Moreover, experiments show that httNTQN perturbs the physical properties of DMPC:POPE (50:50M ratio)
membranes.53 Finally, we choose to construct our membranes using a single phospholipid species as we want to
uncouple the effect of POPE from other phospholipids.
All simulations, which are summarized in Table I, are
performed for at least 500 ns for a total simulation time
of 15.4 ls. The simulations parameters as well as the
preparation protocol for the initial configurations are
described next.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We investigate the atomistic origin of adsorption,
insertion and stability of huntingtin N-terminal
(httNTQN) on a phospholipid membrane composed of
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(POPE) phospholipids using all-atom, explicit solvent
molecular dynamics simulations. We also investigate the
effect of the number of glutamines in QN by simulating
fragments counting 0, 10, and 20 glutamines, with more
emphasis on 0 and 20. The amino sequence of httNTQN
is MATLEKLMKAFESLKSFQN-NME with the subscript
N referring to the number of glutamines. Since this
sequence is present at the N-terminal of the longer huntingtin sequence, we N-methylated its C-terminal in
order to remove the carboxylate’s negative charge which
could otherwise impact our results. In the current study,

MD simulations

All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are performed with the software GROMACS version 4.5.4.61–64
Simulations are done in the NPT ensemble using the
AMBER99sb*-ILDN forcefield for the protein parameters65–68 and the Stockholm lipids (SLIPIDS) forcefield
for the phospholipid parameters69–72 as justified below.
We use the same simulation parameters and water model
(TIP3P) as in the original SLIPIDS paper.70 The temperature is set at 303 K using the Nose-Hoover thermostat73,74 with a coupling constant of 0.5 ps. The
pressure is semi-isotropically set at 1.013 bar using the
Parrinello-Rahman barostat75,76 with a coupling constant of 10 ps. Lennard-Jones energy is switched to zero
from 1.4 nm to 1.5 nm. Electrostatic interactions are
PROTEINS
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treated by Particle-Mesh-Ewald (PME)77,78 with a real
space cut-off of 1.4 nm. Bond lengths are constrained
using LINCS79 and water geometry with SETTLE80
allowing an integration time step of 2 fs. The center of
mass linear momentum is removed every 20 fs. Unless
otherwise stated, all these parameters are also used to
prepare and equilibrate the initial configurations of the
protein, membrane and protein-membrane systems.
Membranes are prepared as follow. We build membranes of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE) with a hexagonal cross-section from the
original 128 POPE rectangular membrane presented in the
original SLIPIDS paper70 (http://people.su.se/jjm/).
Three different sizes of hexagonal membranes are created:
168 phospholipids for httNT, 240 phospholipids for
httNTQ10, and 328 phospholipids for httNTQ20. Each system size is chosen such that the distances between the peptide and its periodic images are always greater than 3.0 nm
during all simulations. Each membrane is then equilibrated for 350 ns. The areas per lipid averaged over the last
100 ns are 0.563 6 0.009 nm2 (168–POPE–hexa),
0.562 6 0.007 nm2 (240–POPE–hexa), and 0.559 6 0.007
nm2 (328–POPE–hexa), in agreement with the in silico
value of 0.562 6 0.004 nm2 obtained in the original
SLIPIDS paper70 and with the experimental value81 of
0.566 nm2. The order parameters of the acyl chains averaged over the last 100 ns also agree with the original
SLIPIDS paper70 as shown in Supporting Information
Figure S1.
Using the equilibrated membranes, the initial proteinmembrane systems are prepared as follows. Two different
initial configurations are used for each peptide: a single
a-helix and a single random coil (Supporting Information Fig. S2). The random coil configuration is generated
from a 10-ns MD simulation in solution starting from a
completely extended structure. For both initial configurations, the protein center of mass is placed at 4.5 nm
from the membrane center-of-mass, and the principal
axis of the backbone atoms is aligned parallel to the
membrane such that the initial minimum distance
between the protein and the membrane is greater than
2.0 nm, that is the protein is at least 0.5 nm beyond real
space cutoffs from the membrane. Finally, the box is
filled with water molecules and two chloride ions are
added to neutralize each system. A preinserted a-helix is
also used as initial configuration for httNT and httNTQ20
(Supporting Information Fig. S2). Using InflateGRO2,82
the peptide is inserted such that the principal axis of its
backbone atoms is aligned parallel to the membrane surface and that its nonpolar residues are pointing toward
the hydrophobic core of the membrane. For httNTQ20, a
configuration with an a-helical httNT region and a random coiled QN region is also used. This initial state is
obtained from a 10-ns MD simulation starting from the
pre-inserted and equilibrated single a-helix configuration
during which the heavy atoms of the httNT region are
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harmonically restrained to their initial position and the
w dihedral angles of one each two residues in the QN
region are restrained harmonically to 1358. These
restrains allow to keep the httNT region folded into an
a-helix as well as disordering the QN region during the
preparation of this initial state.
Before each MD simulation, we equilibrate the initial
configuration by first minimizing the energy using the
conjugate gradient algorithm with a steepest descent step
applied once every 100 steps, and by secondly equilibrating the system for 1 ns using a 1 fs time step and
restrains on all heavy atoms of the protein. The 0 ns
configuration in all figures refers to the structures
obtained after these pre-MD steps.
Forcefield

The forcefield selection is motivated by several aspects,
the most important of which is that the protein forcefield correctly samples the equilibrium secondary structure of huntingtin 17-amino-acid N-terminal (httNT)
positioned just before the consecutive segment of glutamines (QN). Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy studies show that the httNT peptide samples some a-helical
content in solution.8,23,29,30 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies further show that there is no stable
a-helix in solution.23 We evaluate different forcefields by
simulating this peptide in solution using the simulation
parameters previously presented. As described in the
Supplementary Material, some popular protein forcefields
either overestimate (CHARMM2783,84 and AMBER0385)
or underestimate (OPLS-AA\L86,87) the fraction of
a-helices sampled by httNT. On the other hand, we found
that AMBER99sb*-ILDN65 has the least bias toward the
fully formed alpha-helix or fully random-coil states, two
ensembles that do not correspond to the aforementioned
CD and NMR experimental results on the httNT peptide
in solution. Moreover, this latter forcefield correctly reproduces the folding and stability of diverse proteins as
shown by microsecond time scale MD simulations.88–91
Therefore, for our simulations, we select the forcefield
AMBER99sb*-ILDN which originates from the combination of two corrections to AMBER99sb:68 AMBER99sbILDN that corrects the energy landscape of the v1 and v2
torsion angles of the isoleucine, leucine, aspartate and
asparagine residues,66 and AMBER99sb* that corrects the
a-helix–coil imbalance impacting the conformational
sampling.67
Once we determined that AMBER99sb*-ILDN best
matches the structural ensemble of the httNT peptide in
solution, we choose a phospholipid forcefield that is
compatible with the AMBER forcefields family, usable in
the NPT ensemble as well as good at reproducing diverse
bilayer properties measured experimentally. As previously
shown, the Stockholm lipids (SLIPIDS) satisfy these
three conditions on time scales of hundreds of
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nanoseconds for many phospholipids.69–71,92 The combination SLIPIDS and AMBER has been used to compute the free energy of insertion of several compounds
into phospholipid bilayers92 and the tilt angle of the
WALP23 peptide inserted in phospholipid bilayers.70
The computed quantities are in good agreement with
experimental measurements.70,92
Analysis

To characterize the httNTQN–membrane system, we
compute several quantities using inhouse codes and
GROMACS utilities, unless otherwise stated. To describe
the backbone structure, the a-helix propensity is computed using STRIDE.93 To quantify the degree of insertion, the center-of-mass distance between each residue of
httNTQN and the membrane, as well as the solvent accessible surface area using a water probe radius of 1.4 Å94
are computed. To quantify the membrane properties, the
order parameters of the acyl chains are computed using
the order program of the MDynaMix software.95 To
quantify the peptide–membrane interactions, salt-bridges
are considered when two oppositely charged groups are
within 4 Å of each other,96 and hydrogen bonds are considered when the donor–acceptor distance is smaller than
3.5 Å and the hydrogen–donor–acceptor angle is smaller
than 308. To cluster the configurations, the root mean
square distance (RMSD) between the backbone atoms is
first computed on any pair of configurations which are
then regrouped into clusters from the largest to the
smallest by removing the clustered configurations each
time a new cluster is found. The clusters have the following properties: their center has a backbone RMSD of at
most 2.0 Å against all other configurations inside the
cluster and a given configuration can not be found in
two different clusters. All figures showing the timeevolution of some quantity display the running time
average of the data using 5-ns time windows. All
reported error bars on averaged quantities correspond to
one statistical standard deviation. Finally, molecular
graphics images are generated using the PyMOL software
(http://www.pymol.org).
RESULTS
httNT with a bilayer

To investigate the insertion dynamics of httNT alone,
we launch five independent MD simulations starting
from the same initial configuration with different initial
velocity distributions (Table I). We choose to start with a
single a-helix state for two main reasons: (1) httNT samples widely different a-helical configurations in solution
with relatively similar weights (Supporting Information
Figs. S3 and S4), so choosing a specific one over another
might induce a bias and (2) the atomic structure of

httNT alone in solution has not yet been resolved by
NMR or X-rays crystallography. As shown below, this
particular choice does not seem to bias our results since
similar results are obtained when a random coil configuration is taken for the initial state.
Three trajectories show partial insertion of the nonpolar residues of the httNT peptide and they are displayed
in Figure 1 (simulations httNT_a_1 and httNT_a_2)
and Supporting Information Figure S5 (simulation
httNT_a_3). These are characterized by four main steps:
(1) an approach step that seems to be driven by longrange electrostatic interactions between the peptide and
the phospholipids’ head group, (2) a reorganization step
during which the peptide undergoes structural changes
in order to bring the nonpolar residues nearer to the
membrane core, (3) an anchoring step initialized by the
positioning of a nonpolar residue such as the phenylalanines inside the hydrophobic core of the membrane, and
(4) an insertion step during which the other nonpolar
residues are partitioned in the membrane as structural
reorganization continues. Because of the large accessible
configurational space, considerable differences occur in
the details of each step. These differences are summarized
in Table II which shows, in order of occurrence, the residues forming their first contact with the bilayer for the
approach step as well as those found below the phosphate groups of the bilayer for the anchoring and insertion steps. First, the approach step seems to be initiated
by different charged parts of the peptide: Lys-15 is within
the first residues to come into contact with the membrane for the httNT_a_1 and httNT_a_3 trajectories,
while it is the N-terminal for httNT_a_2. Second, structural reorganization can be quite different as the httNT
peptide stays mostly a-helical in the first trajectory
(55 6 18%), while it becomes largely disordered in the
second and third trajectories (0 6 1% and 2 6 8%,
respectively) as shown in Figure 2. Third, the anchoring
step can be initiated by a phenylalanine (Phe-17 for
httNT_a_1 and Phe-11 for httNT_a_3) or by other nonpolar residues (Leu-7 for httNT_a_2). Fourth, the insertion step can occur in a different order of residues:
Leu7–Met8–Leu4–Met1 for httNT_a_1, Met8–Phe11–
Leu14–Phe14 for httNT_a_2, and Leu7–Met8–Met1–Leu4
for httNT_a_3. Finally, the httNT_a_1 trajectory seems
to have reached a metastable state with many inserted
nonpolar residues (Fig. 3). For their part, the other two
trajectories are less inserted and still undergo small structural changes as their nonpolar residues sample a wider
range of positions from the bilayer’s center.
The last two trajectories (simulations httNT_a_4 and
httNT_a_5), for which the peptide does not insert and
remains trapped between the third and fourth steps, are
shown in Supporting Information Figure S5. Looking
more closely, the peptide’s attempts to bring its nonpolar
residues toward the hydrophobic core of the membrane
are unsuccessful because it needs to undergo structural
PROTEINS
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Figure 1
The httNT_a_1 and httNT_a_2 trajectories for httNT are shown on the first and second columns, respectively. The httNTQ20_a_1 and
httNTQ20_a_2 trajectories for httNTQ20 are shown on the third and fourth columns, respectively. The nonpolar, negatively charged, positively
charged and polar amino acids of the peptide are respectively shown in yellow, red, blue and green. The backbone atoms are displayed in black,
and the N- and C-terminal are respectively shown in pink and teal. Only the phosphorus atom is displayed as an orange sphere for each phospholipid. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

changes that are impaired by strong electrostatic interactions between its charged residues and the phospholipids’
head group (Supporting Information Fig. S6). As a
result, these trajectories are significantly less inserted and
still undergo structural reorganizations (Supporting
Information Fig. S7 vs. Fig. 3). Interestingly, these results
suggest that the amount of a-helical content does not
automatically correlate with a faster insertion of the nonpolar residues as these two trajectories, which do not
insert, have a higher a-helical propensity than the
httNT_a_2 and httNT_a_3 trajectories that insert (Table
II). It is expected, however, from the httNT’s sequence,
that insertion of all nonpolar residues requires the peptide to be in an a-helix.
We also investigate the insertion dynamics of httNT
starting from a random coil that is not interacting with the
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membrane. Partial insertion of the nonpolar residues is
observed in that trajectory which follows the same four
main steps observed for the trajectories obtained when
starting from a single a-helix conformation (Table II and
Supporting Information Fig. S5, simulation httNT_coil).
The approach and anchoring steps are respectively initialized by the N-terminal and Phe-17, and the a-helical content of the peptide does not increase significantly during
the simulation. This further confirms that a significant ahelical propensity is not a necessary condition for a partial
insertion of the nonpolar residues of httNT into the membrane. Further reorganization would, of course, be
expected to occur if given enough time.
Overall, the completion of the four steps can span very
different time scales from a several tenths to hundreds of
nanoseconds and beyond our computational capacity. A

httNTQN Insertion on a Phospholipid Bilayer

Table II
Insertion steps for all simulations done on httNT, httNTQ10 and httNTQ20
Simulations

httNT_a_1
httNT_a_2
httNT_a_3
httNT_a_4
httNT_a_5
httNT_coil
httNT_a–ins_1
httNT_a–ins_2
httNTQ20_a_1
httNTQ20_a_2
httNTQ20_a_3
httNTQ20_a_4
httNTQ20_a_5
httNTQ20_coil
httNTQ20_a–ins_1
httNTQ20_a–ins_2
httNTQ20_a-coil–ins
httNTQ10_a_1
httNTQ10_a_2
httNTQ10_coil

Approach

Anchoring

Insertion

Average

step

step

step

Phe17 Lys15 Ser16
Leu14 Phe11
Met 1 Leu4 Ala2
Glu5 Met8 Thr3
Phe 17 Phe11 Lys15
Ser16 Met8 Leu4
Phe 17 Lys15 Ser16
Phe11 Met8 Glu12
Glu 12 Lys15 Ser16
Ser13 Ala10 Phe17
Met 1 Ala2 Leu4

Phe17

Leu7 Met8 Leu4
Met1
Met8 Phe11 Leu14
Phe17
Leu7 Met8 Met1
Leu4

a-helix
(%)
55 6 18

Leu7
Phe11
Phe17

061
268

–

58 6 22

Phe17

–

34 6 16

–
–
QN Lys9 Lys6

Leu4
–
–
Leu4

7 6 12
76 6 15
83 6 8
72 6 8

QN Phe17

Leu4

Phe17
–
–
Met1 Met8 Phe11
Leu7 Leu14
Met8 Leu7 Phe11
Leu14 Phe17

QN
QN Lys9
QN
QN
–
–
–
QN
QN
QN

–
Met1
–
–
–
–
–
Met1
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–—

64 6 3
31 6 21
80 6 9
267
84 6 8
81 6 7
74 6 13
42 6 13
064
8 6 13

76 6 11

The second column (approach step) displays the amino acids that contact the phospholipid membrane within 1 ns after the occurrence of the first contact. The third
column (anchoring step) indicates the first nonpolar amino acid to be inserted in the membrane. The fourth column (insertion step) shows the nonpolar amino acids
that partition in the membrane in order of occurrence for those that stay inserted up to the end of the simulation. The last two columns respectively displays the average a-helix propensity only on the httNT region over the last 200 ns. For the initially inserted peptide trajectories, the average is taken over the last 300 ns.

bottleneck seems to be particularly difficult to overcome
using standard MD simulations on the sub-microsecond
time scale. Insertion of all nonpolar residues requires
important structural changes that can be impaired by the
strong electrostatic interactions between the charged residues of the peptide and the phospholipids’ head group as
these must be temporarily broken in order to reach a more
inserted state. As a result, large fluctuations occur in the
Coulomb energy between the peptide and membrane,
while the Lennard-Jones energy undergoes significantly
smaller fluctuations (Supporting Information Fig. S6).
Having said that, it is nonetheless important to have
an idea of what to expect for the final state of httNT. In
order to address this, we investigate the stability of an
initially inserted httNT starting from a well-structured
single a-helix configuration (simulations httNT_a–ins_1
and httNT_a–ins_2) with initial tilt/rotational pitch
angles of 868/938. Two independent 500 ns simulations,
with different initial velocity distributions, show that the
a-helical state is stable when the nonpolar residues of
httNT are oriented toward the hydrophobic core of the
membrane (Fig. 4). Over the last 300 ns, the a-helix is
mainly parallel to the membrane with tilt/rotational
pitch angles of 89 6 88/114 6 118 (httNT_a–ins_1) and

89 6 98/100 6 148 (httNT_a–ins_2) as shown in Table III.
The a-helical propensities are 76 6 15% (httNT_a–
ins_1) and 83 6 8% (httNT_a–ins_2) with a stable
Table III
Orientation of the amphipathic plane of the httNT region for simulations of both httNT and httNTQ20 starting from an initially inserted
peptide, and all-atom RMSD with respect to the NMR model97
Simulation
httNT_a–ins_1
httNT_a–ins_2
httNTQ20_a–ins_1
httNTQ20_a–ins_2
httNTQ20_a-coil–ins
Experimental values

Tilt angle ( )

Pitch angle ( )

RMSD ()

89 6 8
89 6 9
82 6 8
84 6 9
83 6 6
103 6 5

114 6 11
100 6 14
107 6 12
91 6 14
95 6 12
137 6 5

2.3 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.1
2.2 6 0.2
2.4 6 0.4
—

The tilt and rotational pitch angles are defined by the rotation of the amphipathic
plane, initially in the z-x plane, around the negative z-axis (tilt) followed by the
rotation around the new negative y-axis (rotational pitch) to its current orientation. The graphical definition of these angles along with the distributions of
angles sampled during our simulations are shown in Supporting Information Figure S8. The experimental values have been taken from a NMR experimental study
on the httN–bilayer system.97 In our simulations, the initial values for the tilt/
rotational pitch angles are 86 /93 (httNT_a–ins_1 and httNT_a–ins_2), 81 /
124 (httNTQ20_a–ins_1 and httNTQ20_a–ins_2) and 82 /126 (httNTQ20_acoil–ins). The all-atom RMSD is taken with respect to the structured segment
(residues 5 to 17) of the NMR model. The averages are taken over the 200–500
ns time interval.
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Figure 2
The per residue secondary structure propensities for the trajectories of
httNT for httNT_a_1 and httNT_a_2 (top) and httNTQ20 for
httNTQ20_a_1 and httNTQ20_a_2 (bottom). The average propensities
of a-helix and turn are respectively shown in red and black for the first
(solid lines, solid squares) and the second trajectory (dotted lines,
empty triangles). The average secondary structure is computed over the
last 200 ns of the simulations. The vertical blue dotted line on the bottom panel indicates the last amino acid of the httNT region (Phe17).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

a-helix from Ala-2 to Ser-16 (Fig. 5). The structure and
orientation of httNT are stabilized by key peptide–membrane interactions through salt-bridges involving Glu-5,
Glu-12, Lys-6, and Lys-15, as well as hydrogen bonds
involving Thr-3 and Ser-13 (Table IV). Nonpolar residues, mostly Leu-4, Leu-7, Phe-11, and Leu-14, are positioned away from the solvent in the hydrophobic core of
the membrane (Fig. 6). We therefore expect that the
httNT peptide in our previous simulations (Fig. 1 and
Supporting Information Fig. S5) could undergo further
structural reorganizations toward the stable a-helical
configuration shown in Figure 4 given sufficient time.
httNTQ20 with a bilayer

We now investigate the effect of the polyglutamine
segment (QN) on the dynamics and equilibrium proper-
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ties of the httNTQN –phospholipid bilayer system. Five
independent 500 ns molecular dynamics simulations
each starting from the same initial structure with different initial velocity distributions were executed (Table I).
As for the httNT peptide, the initial structure is a single
a-helix since there is no high-resolution experimental
structure of httNTQN in solution at the moment. This
choice does not seem to impact the sampling since very
different trajectories are observed showing either insertion of almost all the nonpolar residues of the httNT
region (for two trajectories) or no insertion at all (for
three trajectories).
Analysis of the two trajectories characterized by the
insertion of almost all the nonpolar residues (simulations
httNTQ20_a_1 and httNTQ20_a_2) reveals that the
four mains steps observed for the httNT peptide—
approach, reorganization, anchoring and insertion—also
describe the dynamics of insertion in the presence of the
QN region (Fig. 1). It is in the details of each step that
differences, mainly due to QN, are revealed as summarized in Table II. For instance, the lysines, as for the httNT
peptide, but also the carbonyl and amine groups of the
glutamines side-chain in the QN region can be within
the first to interact with the membrane. Furthermore,
during the reorganization step, the glutamines interact
strongly with the phospholipids’ head group through
hydrogen bonds and the structural changes are less
important than for httNT (Table II). More precisely, the
largest structural changes are observed in the
httNTQ20_a_1 trajectory between residues Leu-14 and
Phe-17 that adopt a turn conformation linking the
inserted a-helical httNT to the adsorbed QN (Fig. 2). By
interacting strongly with the phospholipids’ head group,
the QN region then provides a stable scaffold for the partitioning of the nonpolar residues of the httNT region
inside the hydrophobic core of the membrane. As a
result, httNTQ20 is more structured and more inserted
than httNT. Over the last 200 ns, the position density of
each nonpolar side-chain shows that the peptide has
reached a metastable state with a more pronounced
insertion than for the httNT peptide (Fig. 3).
The insertion of httNTQ20 does not occur for the other
three trajectories (simulations httNTQ20_a_3, httNTQ
20_a_4 and httNTQ20_a_5 displayed in Supporting
Information Fig. S9) indicating that this process is not
necessarily faster in the presence of QN. Similarly to httNT,
these trajectories are trapped in the reorganization step
(second step) due to the strong electrostatic interactions
between the charged residues and the phospholipids’ head
group (Supporting Information Fig. S6). As a result, the
nonpolar residues are trapped on the opposite side of the
membrane and cannot be inserted in its hydrophobic core.
Trajectories httNTQ20_a_3 and httNTQ20_a_5 undergo
few structural changes during the last 200 ns as the positions of their nonpolar residues do not change much,
while the position densities are broader in httNTQ20_a_4

httNTQN Insertion on a Phospholipid Bilayer

Table IV
Per residue httNT–membrane interactions of httNT_a–ins_1 and httNT_a–ins_2
Simulations
httNT_a–ins_1

httNT_a–ins_2

Amino acids
NT

htt
Met-1
Ala-2
Thr-3
Leu-4
Glu-5
Lys-6
Leu-7
Met-8
Lys-9
Ala-10
Phe-11
Glu-12
Ser-13
Leu-14
Lys-15
Ser-16
Phe-17
httNT
Met-1
Ala-2
Thr-3
Leu-4
Glu-5
Lys-6
Leu-7
Met-8
Lys-9
Ala-10
Phe-11
Glu-12
Ser-13
Leu-14
Lys-15
Ser-16
Phe-17

Insertion depth (nm)

SASA (nm2)

H-bonds (no.)

Salt-bridges (no.)

1.9 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.4 6 0.2
1.8 6 0.2
2.4 6 0.2
1.8 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
1.9 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.3
1.7 6 0.3
1.9 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
2.0 6 0.2
2.4 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
1.9 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.4

5.0 6 0.9
0.03 6 0.06
0.4 6 0.1
0.06 6 0.07
0.01 6 0.03
0.7 6 0.3
0.7 6 0.3
0.01 6 0.02
0.1 6 0.1
1.1 6 0.2
0.03 6 0.04
0.01 6 0.02
0.7 6 0.2
0.2 6 0.1
0.01 6 0.02
0.3 6 0.2
0.4 6 0.1
0.1 6 0.2
5.0 6 0.8
0.04 6 0.07
0.3 6 0.1
0.03 6 0.05
0.01 6 0.01
0.7 6 0.2
0.6 6 0.2
0.01 6 0.01
0.3 6 0.1
1.1 6 0.2
0.01 6 0.02
0.02 6 0.03
0.8 6 0.2
0.2 6 0.1
0.01 6 0.01
0.3 6 0.2
0.4 6 0.1
0.2 6 0.3

3 6 1 (98%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (72%)
–
1.1 6 0.3 (30%)
1.2 6 0.5 (41%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (7%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (39%)
1.0 6 0.1 (24%)
–
1.1 6 0.4 (58%)
1.0 6 0.1 (11%)
–
3 6 1 (100%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (89%)
–
1.0 6 0.1 (35%)
1.3 6 0.5 (57%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (6%)
–
–
1.2 6 0.5 (17%)
1.0 6 0.1 (47%)
–
1.2 6 0.4 (57%)
1.0 6 0.1 (5%)
–

2 6 1 (80%)
–
–
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (31%)
1.2 6 0.4 (31%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (7%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.1 (40%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.3 (43%)
–
–
2 6 1 (84%)
–
–
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (36%)
1.2 6 0.4 (46%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (5%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.3 (18%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.3 (48%)
–
–

The degree of insertion of each residue in the membrane is characterized by their insertion depth, which is defined as the center-of-mass distance between the side
chain and the membrane, and their solvent accessible surface area (SASA) as shown on the third and fourth columns respectively. For comparison, the upper layer of
phosphorous is at 2.0 nm from the center of the membrane. The number of salt-bridges and hydrogen bonds of each residue with the phospholipids are shown on the
fifth and sixth columns respectively. The average for these latter two quantities is taken over nonzero values only whose occurrence is shown in parenthesis. Averages
are taken over the last 300 ns of each trajectory.

suggesting that this trajectory is not completely trapped
(Supporting Information Fig. S10).
We also investigate the dynamics of httNTQ20 insertion
starting from a random coil (simulation httNTQ20_coil
displayed in Supporting Information Fig. S9). Contrary
to what is observed with the peptide without the QN segment, nonpolar residues are not found inside the hydrophobic core of the membrane and the peptide adopts
rather a random coil globular form. Few structural
changes occur during the reorganization step (Supporting Information Fig. S10) because the charged residues
and the glutamines interact strongly with the membrane.
It is possible that the addition of the QN region also
increases the conformational entropy of the peptide
slowing down significantly the reorganization dynamics
that would lead to a structurally ordered partitioning.
As for the httNT peptide, the noninserted trajectories
of httNTQ20 are expected to undergo more structural

changes on longer time scales. To investigate the possible
conformations for the inserted peptide, a set of three
simulations starting from an initially inserted peptide are
executed. Two initial configurations are used in which
httNTQ20 is either a single a-helix (simulations
httNTQ20_a–ins_1 and httNTQ20_a–ins_2) or a a/coil
httNT/QN (simulation httNTQ20_a-coil–ins). The average orientation of the httNT region on the membrane for
httNTQ20_a–ins_1 and httNTQ20_a-coil–ins are respectively shown in Figure 7 and Supporting Information
Figure S11. Clearly, the single a-helix structure in the
httNT region is stable (Fig. 5). The tilt and rotational
pitch angles are also relatively close to the values found
for httNT, although we observe a shift towards smaller tilt
and pitch angles with respect to the simulations on httNT
(Table III). These observations do not significantly
change when starting from a disordered QN region suggesting that its conformation plays a secondary role in
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Figure 3
Position probability densities of all nonpolar side-chains with respect to the center-of-mass of the phospholipid bilayer of httNT for httNT_a_1 and
httNT_a_2 (left) and httNTQ20 for httNTQ20_a_1 and httNTQ20_a_2 (right). The average position of the phospholipids’ phosphate group is represented by the thick black dotted line near 2.0 Å. The average is taken over the 300–500 ns time interval. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

the structure and orientation of the httNT region on the
bilayer (Fig. 5 and Table III). These similarities between
httNT and httNTQ20 originate from comparable peptide–
membrane interactions such as salt-bridges involving
mostly Glu-5, Glu-12, Lys-6 and Lys15, hydrogen bonds
involving mostly Thr-3 and Ser-13, and burying of nonpolar residues involving mostly Leu-4, Leu-7, Phe-11,
and Leu-14 as shown by comparing Tables IV with V.
These key interactions seem to be relatively independent
of the conformation visited by the QN region as seen by
comparing Table V with Table VI.

DISCUSSION
The huntingtin protein is related to Huntington’s disease through pathways that could involve membrane
interactions. Many experimental observations indicate
that the huntingtin 17-amino-acid N-terminal (httNT),
positioned just before the polyglutamine segment (QN),
plays a crucial role in the modulation of its interactions
with membrane.8,9 However, the dynamics and equilibrium properties of its interactions with a phospholipid
bilayer as well as the effect of the polyglutamine segment
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remain mostly unexplained at the atomic level. To our
knowledge, no computational study of any sort was
designed to look at these aspects to date. The main goal
of this study is to fill this gap by investigating the atomic
mechanisms responsible for the interactions between the
httNTQN peptide and a phospholipid bilayer using molecular dynamics simulations (Table I).

Membrane interactions of httNT

Interactions of httNT with phospholipid membranes
can lead to perturbations of their physical properties.29,53,54 Circular dichroism (CD) experiments show
that httNT populates a-helical configurations in hydrophobic environment such as created by the addition of
detergents, TFE or unilamellar vesicles in aqueous
buffer.8,23,29 It is believed that, upon binding to the
membrane, httNT becomes a-helical in order to partition
its nonpolar amino acids inside the hydrophobic core of
the membrane. The resulting structure is expected to be
a single a-helix with a well-defined amphipathic plane
where the charged amino acids are all placed on the
opposite side of the nonpolar amino acids. This

httNTQN Insertion on a Phospholipid Bilayer

Figure 4
Atomic structure of the average orientation of httNT over the last 300 ns of httNT_a–ins_1. (A) Side view, (B) view from the C-terminal, (C) view
from the membrane, and (D) view from the solvent. The nonpolar, negatively charged, positively charged and polar amino acids of the peptide are
respectively shown in yellow, red, blue and green. The backbone atoms are displayed in black, and the N- and C-terminal are respectively shown in
pink and teal. The phosphorus, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon atoms of the phospholipids are respectively displayed in orange, red, blue and grey.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

hypothesis however lacked atomistic models from either
experimental or computational results until now.
In support of this hypothesis, our simulations show
indeed that httNT interacts with the phospholipid bilayer
and can partition its nonpolar amino acids inside the
hydrophobic core of the membrane (Fig. 1 and fourth
column of Table II). Our simulations also show that
httNT can populate a-helical configurations while being
adsorbed on or inserted in the membrane in agreement
with results from CD experiments8,23,29 (Fig. 2 and
fifth column of Table II). While trajectories httNT_a_
2 and httNT_a_3 sample largely random coil–turn con-

figurations, other simulations starting from an initially
inserted httNT (httNT_a–ins_1 and httNT_a–ins_2) lead
us to conclude that these are structural intermediates inroute toward the stable a-helical state shown in Figure 4.
When compared against our results on the stability of
the a-helix in solution (Supporting Information Fig. S3),
we observe that the presence of the membrane significantly increases the stability of a-helical configurations
for httNT (16 6 28% in solution vs. 80 6 17% in membrane on average), in good agreement with a recent
experiment that shows that the a-helical population
goes from 10% to 80% upon stepwise addition of
PROTEINS
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Figure 5
Same as Figure 2, for the simulations starting from an initially inserted
peptide for httNT (httNT_a–ins_1 and httNT_a–ins_2) and httNTQ20
(httNTQ20_a–ins_1, httNTQ20_a–ins_2 and httNTQ20_a-coil–ins).
The average is taken over the 200 to 500 ns time interval. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

POPC/POPS (75:25 molar ratio) or POPE/POPG (75:25
molar ratio) vesicles in an aqueous buffer.29
Furthermore, our structural results can be compared
with the first nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) atomistic model of httNT in apolar solution that has been
obtained very recently.97 Showing small variations
amongst each other, their twenty atomic models have
been obtained by solution NMR in a DPC micellar solution with their orientation discriminated on the basis of
solid-state NMR constraints obtained for httNT on a
POPC bilayer. In the following, we compare our results
to their model #3, which satisfies best these latter constraints. In their model, httNT is unstructured from Met1 to Glu-5 and is an a-helix from Lys-6 to Phe-17. We
note however an artifact that could originate from the
use of a micellar solution: residues 1 to 3 of the positively charged N-terminal, when their model is oriented
as measured experimentally on the phospholipid bilayer,
are counterintuitively found directly in the hydrophobic
core of the membrane. Instead, our simulations of an
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initially inserted httNT on a phospholipid bilayer show,
for their part, that the a-helix extends from Ala-2 to
Ser-16 (Fig. 5) with the charged N-terminal amine group
staying outside the hydrophobic core of the membrane
as expected (Fig. 4). In terms of the peptide orientation
with respect to the bilayer surface, our structural ensemble populates tilt angles that are near from their measured value of 103 6 58 and rotation pitch angles that are
smaller than their measured values of 137 6 58 as shown
in Table III. The discrepancy in the rotational pitch angle
could be due to a possible dimerization during the NMR
experiment resulting in a preferred orientation of the
charged residues toward the other peptide, away from
the solvent REF 97.
Our results further complement the NMR model by
providing a quantitative analysis of the peptide–membrane interactions at the atomic level in terms of insertion depth, surface accessible surface area, hydrogen
bonds and salt-bridges (Tables IV–VI). More specifically,
this analysis reveals key residues stabilizing the httNT on
the membrane: Glu-5, Glu-12, Lys-6, and Lys-15 are
involved in salt-bridges, Thr-3 and Ser-13 are involved in
hydrogen bonds, and Leu-4, Leu-7, Phe-11, and Leu-14
are essentially buried. All these residues have been previously recognized to be crucial for the localization, aggregation, and interaction partners of huntingtin
N-terminal. For instance, phosphorylation or phosphomimetic mutations of Ser-13 increases its nuclear localization as well as its degradation by the proteasome and
lysosome,98,99 phosphorylation of Thr-3 affect its aggregation reducing the neurotoxicity,100 SUMOylation of
the lysines reduces its ability to form visible SDSinsoluble aggregates,101 mutations of Leu-4 and Phe-11,
which are part of the nuclear export sequence of huntingtin N-terminal along with Leu-7, Leu-14 and Ser16,102 to alanines abrogate its ability to target the endoplasmic reticulum,8 and mutations of Glu-5 and Glu-12
to alanines increase vesicle targeting.8 Here, our results
suggest that mutations and post-transcriptional modifications of these residues, involved in interactions with the
membrane, are likely to affect the structure and orientation of the httNT peptide on the membrane.
As well as providing information on the structural
properties of httNT, our simulations also reveal its insertion dynamics inside a phospholipid bilayer. We observe
that it follows, similarly to a-helical membrane-active
peptides,103–105 four main steps: an approach step
driven by the charged amino acids of the peptide, a reorganization step during which httNT undergoes structural
changes leading to an anchoring step that can be initiated by either phenalylalanines and an insertion step
during which the other nonpolar amino acids are partitioned inside the hydrophobic core of the membrane as
reorganization continues (Fig. 1). The details of these
steps can vary from one trajectory to the other as to the
precise sequence of the residues interacting first with the
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Figure 6
Same as Figure 3, for the simulations starting from an initially inserted peptide for httNT (httNT_a–ins_1 and httNT_a–ins_2) and httNTQ20
(httNTQ20_a–ins_1 and httNTQ20_a–ins_2). The average is taken over the 200 to 500 ns time interval.

membrane and of the nonpolar residues partitioning
(Table II). We also observe that some of the trajectories
get trapped for hundreds of nanoseconds between the
third and fourth steps waiting for specific conformational
events that are necessary for the partitioning of more
nonpolar amino acids as well as the formation of the stable a-helix conformation shown in Figure 4. This bottleneck is due to strong electrostatic interactions between
the charged amino acids of the peptide and the phospholipids’ head group that must be temporarily broken in
order for the peptide to proceed toward a more structured and inserted state. As a result, the peptide–membrane Coulomb energy fluctuates considerably as the
peptide proceeds towards this state (Supporting Information Fig. S6).
Impact of the glutamines

The number of glutamines in the QN region is an
important modulator of aggregation and fibrillation in
solution as shown from both experiments19,25 and simulations.33,39,106 This region also seems to have a role
for the membrane interactions of huntingtin.53,54,56
However, to our knowledge, the atomistic details of the
effect of this region on the structure and dynamics of the

interactions between httNTQN and a membrane have not
been unveiled by experiment or simulation yet.
Our simulations on httNTQ20 show that its insertion
dynamics is described by the same four main steps as
without the QN region: approach, reorganization,
anchoring and insertion (Fig. 1). As for httNT, the details
of each step can vary from one simulation to the other
(Table II). For instance, the QN region is within the first
part of the peptide to contact the membrane as can the
charged amino acids of the httNT region. Once adsorbed,
the glutamines’ side-chain form hydrogen bonds with the
phospholipids’ head group: 5 6 2 in httNTQ20_a_1 and
10 6 3 in httNTQ20_a_2 averaged over the last 200 ns.
These interactions between the QN region and the membrane provide a stable scaffold for the partitioning of the
nonpolar amino acids inside the hydrophobic core of the
membrane. As a result, the final configurations of
httNTQ20 are more inserted (Fig. 3) and structured
(Fig. 2) than httNT.
Interestingly, the trajectories of httNT and httNTQ20
starting from an initially inserted a-helical peptide display striking similarities (Fig. 4 vs. Fig. 7). For instance,
the httNT region stays well-structured in a single a-helix
starting from Ala2 (Fig. 5). Also, the position densities of
the nonpolar residues inside the hydrophobic core of the
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Figure 7
Same as Figure 4, for httNTQ20 (httNTQ20_a–ins_1). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

membrane are similar (Fig. 6). The orientation of the
httNT region is also largely preserved, with a small shift
towards smaller tilt and pitch angles (Table III). We
observe that these shared features originate from comparable peptide–membrane interactions as seen by comparing Table IV with Table V and are mostly independent of
the conformation adopted by the QN region (Table VI).
Overall, these results suggest that the QN region does not
significantly modulate the final structure of the httNT
region. Its main role is rather to modulate the insertion
dynamics by securing the peptide on the membrane surface through hydrogen bonds. Moreover, as the amyloidogenic QN region stays on the surface of the membrane
and as it does not interact with the httNT region (Fig. 7
and Supporting Information Fig. S11, and Tables V and
VI), another important role for it could occur during
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oligomerization by forming extended b-sheet structures
with the QN region of other httNTQN peptides thus promoting fibrillation. The QN regions could be brought in
close contact by simple two-dimensional diffusion of the
anchored httNT region on the membrane. The dimer
complex could be then further stabilized by the formation of salt-bridges between the charged amino acids of
the two httNT regions.97 It can then be expected that the
membrane, as for other amyloid proteins,11 could
enhance fibrillation of the httNTQN peptide.
Experimental results show that huntingtin and
httNTQN interact more strongly with phospholipid
membrane as the number of glutamines in QN
increases.53,54,56 To investigate this trend, we simulate
an intermediate length for the QN region: httNTQ10 (simulations httNTQ10_a_1, httNTQ10_a_2, and httNTQ

Table V

Per residue httNT–membrane interactions of httNTQ20 of httNTQ20_a–ins_1 and httNTQ20_a–ins_2
Simulations
httNTQ20_a–ins_1

httNTQ20_a–ins_2

Amino acids

Insertion depth (nm)

SASA (nm2)

H-bonds (no.)

Salt-bridges (no.)

NT

2.2 6 0.1
1.8 6 0.2
2.5 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.3
2.0 6 0.3
1.5 6 0.3
1.4 6 0.3
2.1 6 0.3
2.0 6 0.3
1.3 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
1.9 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.1
1.8 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.1
1.9 6 0.2
2.5 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.3
2.1 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
2.36 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
2.0 6 0.2
2.4 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
2.4 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.5 6 0.2
2.0 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2

14 6 1
4.2 6 0.7
10 6 1
0.02 6 0.05
0.3 6 0.2
0.04 6 0.07
0.01 6 0.02
0.6 6 0.3
0.5 6 0.2
0.01 6 0.01
0.2 6 0.1
1.0 6 0.2
0.01 6 0.01
0.01 6 0.03
0.7 6 0.2
0.1 6 0.1
0.01 6 0.01
0.3 6 0.2
0.4 6 0.1
0.1 6 0.1
16 6 1
4.6 6 0.7
12 6 1
0.05 6 0.09
0.2 6 0.1
0.03 6 0.05
0.02 6 0.05
0.9 6 0.2
0.5 6 0.2
0.01 6 0.01
0.3 6 0.2
1.0 6 0.2
0.01 6 0.02
0.04 6 0.06
0.8 6 0.2
0.1 6 0.1
0.01 6 0.01
0.4 6 0.2
0.2 6 0.1
0.01 6 0.01

13 6 3 (100%)
3 6 1 (97%)
10 6 3 (100%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (15%)
–
1.3 6 0.5 (54%)
1.4 6 0.6 (56%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (10%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.2 (33%)
1.0 6 0.2 (33%)
–
1.3 6 0.5 (50%)
1.0 6 0.1 (7%)
–
14 6 3 (100%)
3 6 2 (93%)
11 6 3 (100%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (14%)
–
1.1 6 0.2 (12%)
1.3 6 0.5 (54%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (10%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (34%)
1.0 6 0.2 (45%)
–
1.5 6 0.7 (49%)
1.0 6 0.1 (8%)
–

2 6 1 (90%)
2 6 1 (90%)
–
–
–
–
–
1.1 6 0.3 (55%)
1.3 6 0.4 (40%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (8%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (34%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.3 (34%)
–
–
2 6 1 (80%)
2 6 1 (80%)
–
–
–
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (13%)
1.2 6 0.4 (43%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (9%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (35%)
–
–
1.2 6 0.4 (38%)
–
–

htt Q20
httNT
Q20
Met-1
Ala-2
Thr-3
Leu-4
Glu-5
Lys-6
Leu-7
Met-8
Lys-9
Ala-10
Phe-11
Glu-12
Ser-13
Leu-14
Lys-15
Ser-16
Phe-17
httNTQ20
httNT
Q20
Met-1
Ala-2
Thr-3
Leu-4
Glu-5
Lys-6
Leu-7
Met-8
Lys-9
Ala-10
Phe-11
Glu-12
Ser-13
Leu-14
Lys-15
Ser-16
Phe-17

Table VI
Per residue httNT–membrane interactions for httNTQ20 of httNTQ20_a-coil–ins
Simulations
httNTQ20_a-coil–ins

Amino acids

Insertion depth (nm)

SASA (nm2)

H-bonds (no.)

Salt-bridges (no.)

NT

2.4 6 0.2
1.9 6 0.2
2.7 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
2.2 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
1.4 6 0.2
1.9 6 0.2
2.4 6 0.2
1.7 6 0.2
1.6 6 0.2
2.46 0.2
2.0 6 0.3
1.6 6 0.2
2.1 6 0.2
2.3 6 0.3
1.8 6 0.3

16 6 2
4.6 6 0.9
12 6 1
0.03 6 0.08
0.3 6 0.1
0.02 6 0.03
0.01 6 0.03
0.8 6 0.2
0.6 6 0.2
0.1 6 0.01
0.2 6 0.2
0.9 6 0.2
0.01 6 0.01
0.02 6 0.4
0.7 6 0.2
0.1 6 0.1
0.01 6 0.01
0.4 6 0.3
0.3 6 0.2
0.1 6 0.1

11 6 3 (100%)
3 6 2 (99%)
8 6 3 (100%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (78%)
–
1.1 6 0.2 (21%)
1.4 6 0.5 (60%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (18%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.3 (39%)
1.0 6 0.1 (37%)
–
1.1 6 0.4 (47%)
1.0 6 0.1 (11%)
–

261 (88%)
2 6 1 (88%)
–
–
–
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (22%)
1.3 6 0.4 (53%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.1 (17%)
–
–
1.1 6 0.2 (41%)
–
–
1.0 6 0.2 (39%)
–
–

htt Q20
httNT
Q20
Met-1
Ala-2
Thr-3
Leu-4
Glu-5
Lys-6
Leu-7
Met-8
Lys-9
Ala-10
Phe-11
Glu-12
Ser-13
Leu-14
Lys-15
Ser-16
Phe-17

^ e
 et al.
S. Cot

10_coil). Unfortunately, it becomes rapidly obvious that
few clear trends can be extracted between the observations on httNT, httNTQ10, and httNTQ20 as each system
samples very different trajectories on their own (Table II,
Fig. 1, and Supporting Information Figs. S5, S9, and
S12). We do note however that the approach step of
httNTQ10 is very similar to that of httNTQ20 since its glutamines are first to make contact with the membrane. Its
trajectories are trapped in the second step due to strong
interactions of the glutamines and the charged amino
acids with the phospholipids’ head group (Supporting
Information Fig. S12) as for some trajectories of
httNTQ20 (Supporting Information Fig. S9). Finally, our
results show that the averaged number of hydrogen
bonds between the peptide’s side-chains and the membrane for the systems starting from a single a-helix in
solution increases from httNT (3 6 4 on average) to
httNTQ10 (8 6 3 on average) and to httNTQ20 (12 6 7 on
average). The trajectories of an initially inserted peptide
also show this trend: from 3 6 1 for httNT to 14 6 4 for
httNTQ20 (on average). The QN-length dependence could
then originate in part from the increase of the number
of hydrogen bonds between the glutamines’ side-chain
and the phospholipids’ head group as the QN region gets
longer securing more efficiently the N-terminal on the
membrane surface.

CONCLUSION
The httNTQN region at the N-terminal of huntingtin is
thought to be crucial for huntingtin physiological and
pathological roles by modulating its localization to
membrane-containing organelles in the cell. The molecular dynamics simulations presented here unveil the structures and dynamics of the interactions between httNTQN
and phospholipid membranes at the atomic level. Its
insertion dynamics on a membrane is typical of a-helical
membrane-active peptides as it follows four main
steps—approach, reorganization, anchoring, and insertion—that are very diverse at the atomic level, and it
forms a stable a-helix essentially parallel to the surface
of the membrane. More specifically to the httNT peptide,
its structure and orientation are not significantly modulated by the presence of the QN region whose effects are
observed elsewhere. First, it provides a stable scaffold,
through hydrogen bonds with the phospholipids’ head
group, for the partitioning of the nonpolar amino acids
of the httNT region inside the hydrophobic core of the
membrane. Second, the QN region, being able to form
amyloid fibrils in solution, could also promote oligomerization and fibrillation on the membrane by recruiting
other httNTQN as our simulations show that it stays
accessible to the solvent above the phospholipids’ head
group. The dimer could then be further stabilized by the
formation of salt-bridges between the httNT regions.
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Finally, our results complement previous experiments by
providing a quantitative analysis of the relationship
between the httNTQN peptide and the phospholipid
membrane by combining insertion depth, solvent accessible surface area, hydrogen bond and salt-bridge measurements. This analysis reveals the key residues of the httNT
peptide for salt-bridges (Glu-5, Glu-12, Lys-6 and Lys15), hydrogen bonds (Thr-3 and Ser-13) and nonpolar
(Leu-4, Leu-7, Phe-11 and Leu-14) contributions to its
stability on the membrane as well as those that are less
crucial by staying essentially accessible to the solvent
with marginal interactions with the membrane (Lys-9
and Ser-16).
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